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“LIKE ANY GOOD SON, I PULL my father out 

/ of the water, drag him by his hair,” writes 

Ocean Vuong in “Telemachus.” Allusive, aph-

oristic, sometimes wise and always spoken in 

an accessible though phantasmal language, 

the poems in Vuong’s debut poetry collec-

tion, Night Sky with Exit Wounds, attempt 

to find nourishment in ambivalence—the 

shadow echoes of war, their inherited and 

lingering grief. The way Vuong’s speaker is 

drawn to and finds his father here, for exam-

ple, manages to feel, at first, heroic (Like any 

good son, I pull my father out / of the water) 

but then ultimately embittered and violent 

(drag him by his hair). As is often the case 

with wisdom—and by wisdom I mean in-

sight earned through experience, even imag-

ined experience—the wisdom on offer here 

is insight unresolved.

Vuong has been claimed by many commu-

nities as one of their own. He’s been claimed 

as a queer poet; as a diaspora/refugee poet, 

who arrived in the US at the age of two; as an 

Asian poet, born on a rice farm near Saigon; 

as an American poet, both wounded by and 

complicit with American imperial efforts. 

Vuong’s poetry has also been routinely de-

fined by the poet’s biography—an abusive 

father, the suicide of an uncle, and the chang-

ing of his name. Born Vinh Quoc Vuong, his 

mother chose to rename her son Ocean be-

cause he touches “both nations (America 

and Vietnam) but belongs solely to neither.” 

Despite the best efforts, however, of some in 

the literary world to confine Vuong’s poems 

to his heritage, sexual orientation, and/or 

personal history, the fact of poetry remains 

more necessary than the circumstances of 

poetry, and Vuong’s verse is proof of that 

fact. Or “He was singing, which is why / I re-

member it,” as one of Vuong’s speakers more 

convincingly puts it.

This is not to say that Vuong’s poems fail to 

accrue meaning through their circumstances. 

“Aubade with Burning City” demonstrates 

otherwise, as it braids the drunken tranquil-

ity of “White Christmas’s” lyrics (“The tree-

tops glisten and children listen,” “May your 

days be merry and bright,”) with a depiction 

of the fall of Saigon that’s as frightening as 

it deserves to be: “A military truck speeds 

through the intersection, children / shriek-

ing inside;” “a black dog / lies panting in the 

road. Its hind legs / crushed;” “the chief of 

police / facedown in a pool of Coca-Cola.” 

This is also the case in other more blatant-

ly autobiographical moments such as, “An 

American soldier fucked a Vietnamese farm-

girl. Thus my mother exists. / Thus I exist. 

Thus no bombs = no family = no me,” from 

“Notebook Fragments.”

The fact of poetry, at least the poetry found 

here, is nonetheless broader and more indis-

tinct (though no less unique), than any one 

life can be (“If you must know anything, 

know that the hardest task is to live only 
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“Someday I Will Love Ocean Vuong,” a poem 

that discovers some of the most deft poetry in 

the collection: “loneliness is still time spent / 

with the world.” Detracting from its moments 

of astonishing clarity, in my opinion, is its al-

lusions to O’Hara, a poet Vuong claims as a 

major influence. Taken out of context, a line 

like “Some day I’ll love Frank O’Hara” could 

feel charged with the self-conscious lone-

liness that I hear in Vuong’s appropriation 

of it, but the effect is quite different when 

taken within the context of O’Hara’s joyous 

impulsiveness: (“I eat paper. It’s good for my 

bones”). The other allusion to O’Hara, this 

one to “Poem (Lana Turner has collapsed!),” 

is even more steamrolled. Gone is the exacer-

bated cheekiness, the indifference in the plea: 

“oh Lana Turner we love you get up.” Instead, 

we are privy to an earnest self-coaxing, high-

lighted by the melodramatic line break half 

way through one of the book’s shortest sen-

tences: “Ocean— / get up.” Even these allu-

sions to O’Hara—his chatty urbanity—never 

quite buoy the verse above its woundedness. 

Revenant experience, courageous resigna-

tion, an unsettled and unsettling conscious-

ness roaming through horrors we recognize 

from our world and another: these all bring 

us back, nonetheless, to why poetry is neces-

sary. This is a vital, flawed, expectant collec-

tion.

once.”) As such, Vuong’s poems gather vital-

ity through their often successful attempts to 

limn improbable though real similitudes be-

tween the divergent forces one wrestles with 

in a life: such as intimacy and brutality (“His 

scrotum a bruised fruit. I kissed it // light-

ly, the way one might kiss a grenade / before 

hurling it into the night’s mouth”); eroticism 

and abandonment (“when our lips touched 

the day closed / into a coffin”); revenge and 

liberation (“I hold the gun / & wonder if an 

entry wound in the night // would make a 

hole wide as morning”); the need for intima-

cy and the persistence of loneliness (“Don’t 

we touch each other just to prove we are still 

here? I was still here once”); the colloqui-

al (“We made it, baby”) and the koan (“My 

mother said I could be anything / I wanted—

but I chose to live.”)

Is the book always so successful? Bill 

Kittredge said, “if you are not risking sen-

timentality, you are not close to your inner 

self.” To say that certain of these poems “risk” 

sentimentality is to understate. “Fireflies 

strung / through sapphired air”; “here is my 

hand, filled with blood thin / as a widow’s 

tears”; “The most beautiful part / of your 

body is wherever / your mother’s shadow 

falls.” Sometimes these poems can be so senti-

mental, in fact, that they haven’t yet acquired 

an understanding of object permanence (“If 

I close my eyes / no one can hurt me”).  At 

such moments, the reader may step back and 

ask: what kind of irony is intended here? 

The book’s sentimentality can lead, at 

times, to diminished trust. Take for example 
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